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Dy namics
By John Sanborn

The word Scientology, take®, fro® SCIO (knowing in the fullest sense of the
word) and LOGOS (to study and examine), today states a fact which is important
to you and which is important to
and by that word or not, as the case may
be, it is important to us because it concerns LIFE and that quality of life
which is elemental, and without Wfe&efc. there is not life — the quality of know
ingness, or understanding.
As we go into the subject of The Dynamics yqu will notice that knowingness
is indeed a keynote in the broad~adventure upon which Man (life) is engaged.
With modern Scientology we have the organized body of knowledge which is pred
icted in the word Scientology itself.
Only a scarce thirty years back from this year 1956 there was no such body
of knowledge. There was knowledge, unorganized. There could be such special
ties as a mathematics or a biology or just about anything you could name or
notice.
(Con't. on page 2)

The biggest Congress news is that L. Ron Hubbard, Founder of Dianetics and
Scientology, now in England, will be here in Washington for the Congress.
The lesser news, hut also important, is that with Ron coming home in Au
gust the dates of the Congress are now moved across the summer into late Au
gust - probably August 29, 30, 31 cud September 1. We hope this is an even
- better date for all of you. Watch ABILITY for further Congress Mews.
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(Con't. from page 1.)
There was until very recently no science
which concerned life, and no order whatever in
the investigation of life by Man. All was too
narrow in scope, too indirect in application,
too subject to confusion — not because the
specialties are not good and worthwhile sub
jects, but because they do not contain the al
ignment and increase of knowing about knowing.
In Scientology, the knowing of knowing how
to know, we find that we have also the codifi
cation of the basics of Life itself.

k science of knowing would be then the science
Of sciences.
Thus we have first the word Scientology thir
ty years ago as the prediction by L. Ron Hubbard
of a body of organized knowledge (a science)
about knowledge itself.
Then in 1950 we have the introduction in
Dianetics (which means simply "through mind")
of Man to the use of Scientology in an appli
cation to the problems of the human mind — a
P sychotherapy.
A psychotherapy would be by definition an
increase of the dynamic of an individual through
address to the mind (knowingness) of the indi
vidual. For it is readily observed and easily
tested that the common denominator of health,
mental and physical, is the dynamic present.
Healthy or unhealthy mean simply, dynamic more
or dynamic less.
Dianetics was and is such a therapy first
because it is aligned and then because it is
aligned toward the dynamics, the only possible
direction for what can factually be described
as a therapy.
The keynote of advance in Scientology has
been and continues to be its practicality.
There are numerous and abundant avenues of re
search into which one who knows his Scientology
could move which would perhaps not have this
mark of practicalness. In the alignment of
Scientology is found a methodology which can
readily enter and resolve the fields of spec
ialties, and indeed this would probably be done
in another age and with different conditions.

It is the intention of Scientologists to
bring about just such an age in our own
time. An age where the urgency of atom
bombs and political stupidity (Dialect
ical Materialism) is not present.
In
other words, a civilization - where man
is at least civil to man.
The state of Today on Earth is keeping
Scientology in an almost emergency sta
tus as the only codified and concerted
effort in existence to inject sanity
(understanding) into the chaos wrought
by the apathy called materialism.
Before going into a discussion of the
Dynamics it is well to point out and to
accent one fact:
the factor in life
which monitors the height and breadth of
the Dynamics is the single, native qual
ity of Life, possessed by Life only and
not by Its creations - that factor is
ability.
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e ig h t dynamics
by John Sanborn
The 1‘irst point upon which an,investi
gation of life either makes headway or
founders is the following tested and
very workable datum:
"The dynamic principle of life is Survive,'" There can be investigation
and even actual discovery without this
principle*, however - the reward of such
investigation is something far short of
the actual increase of understanding
about Life.
The axiom is that basic.
The second point upon which such in
vestigation does depend is exactly equal
in importance to the datum of Survival,
This is simply that there are several
dynamics, and that survival does not
mean survival of only one of these dyna
mics but of ALL of them. When one speaks
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of "mere" survival it is of this:split from the total dynamic that he speaks.
Usually you mean by mere survival; the survival of.the body, but -without great
interest, and in the absence of much pleasure.
You have heard of the philosophy that everything one does is out of "self
ishness".
We could almost explain human behavior in such terms.
We could
never quite finish the explanation, however.
There are in fact eight dynamics.
All of them are known and familiar to
some extent by everyone.
How they exist as an interdependent group of acti
vities and motivations is less generally noticed, if, for that matter, it has
been noticed at all before Scientology.
It has, at any rate, not been used
and put to work and codified before by Man. Any theory is only good so far as
it works and is put to work.
When we are talking about life itself and existence itself, anything which
works works because it increases life.
It works because it predictably and
surely makes abundant the.qualities which set life apart from non - life, or,
phenomena.
Nov the following is a description of the Eight Dynamics with which and
through which Life achieves survival and those subdivisions of survival'we
call pleasure, happiness, well - being, sanity,' ability:
I. The First Dynamic is Man's urge for survival for himself as an organ
ism and as an individual personality.
This, vhen specialized upon, is called "selfishness",
vanity. It is not attained, however, by specialization.

and occasionally,

II. The Second Dynamic is Maxi's urge toward survival as a future genera
tion.
Various attempts at the creation pf a therapy which attributed all to
the Second Dynamic decayed with the passage of time. ■ '
The Second.Dynamic includes the sexual
and the creation of other individuals.
rearing of the young toward survival.

act, the ^krtnership of marriage,
It includes also the education and

III.
The Third Dynamic is the survival of groups.
With such theories as
communism and fascism, or simply old-time despotism, the group is considered
the only important thing, and all other dynamics are suppressed in its favor.
They do not produce survival,
A group can be a nation, a city, a church,
number of friends or business associates.

a political party or simply a

Any group accomplishes survival
as well as i t : understands and aligns
toward the survival not only of it
self but of all other dynamics.
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The margin upon which one dynamic
can succeed without the other seven

is narrow indeed.
Notice, for in
stance, the late Roman Emperors, or
Sparta, the seed of communist milit
arism.
Sparta is remembered today
not for a high degree of survive, but
for a spectacular sucuumb.
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of mankind toward survival.
It is
noted that in the subjection of the
other dynamics to this single dynamic
the survival of this dynamic is not enhanced.
Any plan calling for "World
Government" which called also for the breaking up of groups and nations would
be such a plan.
V.
Man's urge to survive as a life form and to cause all life forms to
survive is called the FIFTH DYNAMIC.
This again is not the only dynamic,
and where it is called the only one there is a lessening of the Dynamics.
VI.
The Sixth Dynamic is survival through and of the physical universe and
the parts thereof. It is composed of matter, energy, space and time ("MEST");
it, too, is considered to be the only dynamic and the only thing of any impor
tance by some.
Those would hold that man exists by virtue of mud having one
day become animated.
The attention of such a one is fixed upon the control of
MEST and his finger on the button of an atom bomb becomes less and less reli
able.
VII.
The Seventh Dynamic is the dynamic of thought, the human spirit, im
agination, opinion, consideration and "that which views" as opposed to that
which is viewed.
Any survival expected without the dynamic of thought is awaited in vain.
Were we to have an enforcement of education (called by any
name) or an inhibition of education we would have disaster to the degree that
this dynamic was so handled.
VIII.
For a long time people have been talking about and fighting for and
dying because cf the Eighth Dynamic.
Every Sunday morning people go to church
to express their belief that the universe is created or was created.
Two or
three thousand years ago the Greeks (but not the Spartans) were talking about
the Prime Mover Unmoved. Every time the problems of the origin of the physical
universe comes up we have to postulate a Creator or else have no answer to give.
In any society, where the freedom to give this answer is suppressed, or even in
a society where it must be given though without actual understanding, the other
dynamics go into fast decay.
There are two directions in which the main Dynamic or any one of the Eight
Dynamics can go. There is a choice. Survive or succumb.
The ultimate goal of the Dynamic is infinite survival. Where any part of the
Dynamic or where all of the Dynamic is suppressed and mis-aligned we see a scale
of survive versus succumb.
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The avenue of approach to the Dynamics is seen in the
creation of a functioning group.
When a group is form
ed, before it will become functional the members must
become real as individuals.
They must be real to one
another as members also of sexual partnerships, or pot
ential members, and as creators of progeny. Then groups
other than their group must be real to them as a group,
which is to say that they must be aware of the reality
of other groups, such as the nation or the community.
The group will then be able to function in society. It
will be able to expand into the Fourth Dynamic, Mankind.
Such is the enlarging or opening out of any Dynamic
when it is to function.
Having looked at this datum of the Sight Dynamics as
we have been doing in the preceding articles, you may
have taken note of some of the areas in our national
life where this could be of use.
With the above prin
ciple of expanding dynamic applied, society would make
strides.
Actually if the government, say, of just one
state, or perhaps even the educational system, were to
begin to align and operate in some fairly clear way in
the direction of survival on the first four Dynamics
alone, we might see in a very short time a surge of life
in America something on the order of what the founding
fathers of this nation envisaged in their fondest dreams.
The presence of a large and dynamic portion of a nation
would act thus on the whole.
The degree to which and the speed with which the Dy
namics are arousable is quite incredible to one who has
put this principle to work for the first time.
The country is not going to rack and ruin due to a-;
few scoundrels. Even Russia, the lair of the finest pack
of scoundrels ever depicted in flesh, even Russia is
not going to rack and ruin because of these few.
The
degree and speed with which a nation succumbs is the
result of its breadth of unalignment.
The more any dy
namic becomes mis-aligned, which is to say, reversed
and crossed and at odds with its own directiveness, the
more apparent becomes its will ■ to succumb and its dis
interest in survival.
Even an automobile will take on
this apparency, when it begins to fall apart in one way
or another.
It burns oil., it gets arthritis of the fuel
line, its fenders develop an affinity for concrete posts.
It seems bent upon self destruction and the state of
junk.
Often you have seen human beings who seem to be trying
to be junked by society.
Perhaps you try to tell them
to sharpen their wits and start living.
If your boss
seems to be trying to ruin his own business you wish you
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.could tell him some things. You can, but you have to tell him the right things
and those things are going to have to be things that he can understand.
Since his trouble is mis-alignment. (chaos), what you are going to tell him
must be something that he can align. It must further be something by which he
can align more and more of the confused data of his experience as it stands
reversed. There is no dynamic of Succumb.
There is often the apparency of
an urge to succumb.
This is to be understood fully only by the understanding
of the several dynamics. They are interdependent and related. The suicide is
attempting to survive through ridding himself of a condition which he views
as a threat to his life .and sanity.
The accident-prone individual is one who has become over-careful and senses
dangers to one or another of the dynamics whether the dangers are present or
not.
Note, for instance, the sharply rising curve of highway deaths on and
around the national "3D Day" (Safe Driving Day).
It is very clear that there is no such thing as a dynamic of succumb. There
is only the mis-alignment of SURVIV’D.
What, then, is the role that Life plays, and in what theater?
The theater
is the physical universe, the role assumed is The Dynamic, inclusive of all
eight of its parts.
Thus we have not one role to perform but seven at least,
concurrently.
And, not only do we have these roles to perform, but we have
them to perform whether or not apparently opposed.
Self; sex and family; groups; mankind; life forms; the physical universe;
spirit. - Here is a blunt truth about life whieh the philosophers and the
scientists.of past ages have faced with a reluctance strong enough finally to
turn every one of them away from the dynamic principle of existence itself
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-fchey had sought but had hoped
jga&ed this truthl

to

find easier.

Yet, if they he ! only

Had they faced the truth of the Dynamics they would have found that there
is a gradient scale of the handling of these challenges, that one can begin
with what he can do, and go on to do hotter. Survival is won through knowing
one's goal, and acting in the direction of that goal. As one succeeds toward
his goal, and discovers more and more the ability to make decisions, he dis
covers the most important thing of all: - deciding and acting on survival de
cisions toward all the I)yaamie$ does not kill.
What it does fs just the re
verse - it increases the survival potential, and the ability to survive.
Action teaches us one thing - the worst thing anyone can ever do about exis
tence is to do nothing.
There are many things to be learned from an inspection of the Dynamics. In
Scientology there are actual processes and exercises by which we can increase
them. Yet, these processes and exercises are not something separate from life
which one does in preparation for life.
The use of Scientology, either by
study and observation or by process and exercise, is in its entirety and dir
ect application of one or several of the Dynamics to all the Dynamics, and is
special only in its clarity of alignment. The use and study of Scientology
is aligned toward survival and direct
ly away from succumb.
HOW TO FORM AN HASI REGISTERED GROUP
Just as a man who can fight well
and deliver a good blow can receive
good blows with greater ease, so can
a man who can live well in all the
roles of the Dynamics receive the
blows and threats of existence with
relative ease,
and go forward to
seek greater and wider adventures.
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TRAINING THE PROFESSIONAL SCIENTOLOGIST
As you become more and more familiar with Scientology through such media as
the writings of L. Ron Hubbard, Certainty Magazine and ABILITY Magazine, or
through group contact and, best, through the Basic Courses in Scientology of
fered by many professional Scientologists throughout the world, you will begin
to think of professional training for yourself.
Excellent training is avail
able in Scientology centers on five continents, where training establishments
have been established for now several years.
There is something new in training today, which has been under test and has
been subjected to considerable polishing and perfectionism, and of this thing,
namely the Indoctrination Course, we are very proud.
Preceding all professional courses, either of the primary level or of the
advanced, the Indoctrination Course is a Basic Course in Scientology and a
practice period in the skills of auditing, all rolled into one. It is now do
ing very well what it was designed by L Ron Hubbard to do, which is to give the
student immediate "Auditor Presence" - the confidence and second-nature ease
in handling the rudiments of auditing procedure, and the understanding of the
mechanics of actual application.
The new thing here is that this is accom
plished prior to the actual auditing of preclears as it occurs in the course
proper - the HCA Course, the HAA Course, or when another is given, the HGA
Course.
The courses given on these five continents are intensive, with, for exam
ple, the HCA (or in London the HPA) Course comprising five hundred actual
clock hours of training and application of the science.
Training at the Academy in Washington is not considered easy, it is consid
ered very hard work, requiring a great deal of consistent, responsible use of
the materials of Scientology. Though there are texts, and there is study, the
proportion of thinkingness to doingness in the training of a professional
Scientologist is very slight on the time spent thinking (figuring) and great
ly weighted over to the side of doingness. This is extremely necessary to the
job that is to be dene.
Knowing from long experience that when one begins to look into the subject
of Scientology the next step is "Now what can I do to get into action in
Scientology?", let us suggest a plan.
The earliest if not the first thing to do is to get as quickly as possible
into one of the Basic Courses offered in many areas at nominal cost by pro
fessional Scientologists.
Then put your gained understanding of Scientology
into use in your daily life. Do something about the things you have been
wanting to do something about. Then when you find yourself doing so much more
about things in general that you have the idea some training is the next step
in order to increase these things at an even greater rate, then, contact the

training establishment on your continent and tell the Registrar you want to
get the training. He will give you all the details and the information you
need.
The registrar of the Academy is D.Scn., Bob Nichols.
demy, l8l2 19 th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Write him at the Aca

n g.c
As a member of the Academy team at present, doing the instructing on the
relatively new (a few months in development) Indoctrination.Course but as also
an old-time member of the Hubbard Guidance Center team, your editor wishes to
mention his pride in his fellow auditors at HGC.
In fact.I am very proud of
the boys and girls at the Center under the superb direction of Dr. Julia Lewis.
They are, along with the London Auditors at the HISI Clinic the most skilled
experts in human affairs to be found anywhere in the world today, or in any
other day.
I consider the opportunity to go to the Hubbard Guidance Center for an in
tensive just about the most valuable opportunity on Earth, equalled in fact
only by training. The very best thing to do is to do both.
Get an intensive
at the Center, then the training of a professional Scientologist at the Aca
demy.
If you wish to have all the information on the Hubbard Guidance Center and
its services, by all means write to Dr. Julia Lewis.
You will find her very
helpful. The address is 2315 15tb Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

The ACADEMY
of RELIGIOUS ARTS and SCIENCES
of the
FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

The HUBBARD GUIDANCE CENTER
of the
FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
THREE WEEK INTENSIVE..... $1250.00

HUBBARD CERTIFIED AUDITOR COURSE
Instructor - Dr. Kenneth D. Barrett
Course length - 8 weeks.... $500.00
HUBBARD ADVANCED AUDITOR COURSE
Instructor - Dr. Richard F. Steves
Course length - 5 weeks
Prerequisite - HCA certification

$ 285.00
Registrar:

A I R

Dr. Bob Nichols
1812 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
C O N D I T I O N E D

ONE WEEK INTENSIVE....... $ 500.00
PROFESSIONALS
Three weeks for......... $ 750.00
One week for............ $ 250.00
COMPLETE BEFORE AND AFTER
PSYCHOMETRIES
Director:

A I R

Dr. Julia Lewis
2315 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
C O N D I T I O N E D

THE ETHICAL GUIDANCE CENTER of
The Church of American Science
55 Forest Street, Stamford, Conn.

THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER
of DIANETICS and SCIENTOLOGY
Box 2k2
Silver Spring, Maryland

FREE
PERSONNEL EFFICIENCY COURSE
BOOKS
TAPES
BROCHURES
MEMBERSHIPS
INFORMATION

PAID
BASIC COURSE IN SCIENTOLOGY
G. R. Halpern, D.D., D.Scn., F.Scn.
S. H. Stein, D.D., D.Scn.
' E-J. L. Halpern, D.D., D.Scn.
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